SUBSTANTIVE POLICY STATEMENT
This Substantive Policy statement is advisory only. A substantive policy statement does not include internal procedural
documents that only affect the internal procedures of the agency and does not impose additional requirements or penalties on
regulated partied or include confidential information or rules made in accordance with the Arizona Administrative Procedure Act.
If you believe that this substantive policy statement does impose additional requirements or penalties on regulated parties, you
may petition the agency under Arizona Revised Statutes section 41-1033 for a review of the statement.
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A "certji:fied configuration" is an engine or engine-chassis
design whic:tt. has been "certified" (approved) by EPA prior to
the producticn cf vehicles with that design. Generally, the
~anufacturec ~utmits an application for certification of the
designs of e~ch engine or vehicle it proposes to manufacture
prior to praauct i on. The application includes design require ments for aln e~ i ssion related parts, engine calibrations, and
ot~er design par~meters for each different type of engine (in
heavy-duty vebic~es), or engine-chassis combination (in lightduty vehicles)~ EPA then "certifies" each acceptable design
for use in vehic:es of the
upcoming model year.
r
For lig mt-c'.l ty vehicles, installation of a light-duty.
engine into a di!ferent light-duty vehicle (by a party nam.ed
in section 2m3(a l (3) of the Act), would be considered tampering
unless the resul:ing vehicle is identical (with regard to all
emission rel~teci parts, engine design parameters, and engine
calibrations » to a certified configuration of the same or
newer model :sr!!ar as the vehicle chassis, or if .t here is a
reasonable basis for knowing that emissions are not adversely
affected as o!!sc:ibed in Memo !A. The appropriate source for
technical in f ~rmation regarding the certified configuration
of a vehicle ~f a particular model year is the vehicle
manufacturer ..
For heawy-d:ty vehicles, the resulting vehicle must
contain a he ~vy-cuty engine which is identical to a certified
con::guratio rn of a heavy-duty engine of the same model year
or newer as ~e :ear of the installed engine. Under no circumstances, however/ may a heavy-duty engine ever be installed
in a light-d~~y Tehicle.
The most: conmon engine replacement involves replacing a
gaso l ine eng ~ e :n a light-duty vehicle with another gasoline
engine. Anot~ er type of engine switching which c~mmonly
occurs, howe~e r, involves diesel powered vehicles where
t he diesel e~~ine is removed and replaced with a gasoline
engine. AppLyin~ the above policy, such a replacement is
legal onl~ !~ the resulting engine-chassis configuration is
equ i valent~o a cartified configuration of the same model
?ear or newer as the chassis.
If the vehicle chassis in
question haa ~ee~ certified with gasoline as well as diesel
:ng: nes (as is c:mmon), such a conversion could be done
l ega!.ly.
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Anoth•r situation recently brought to EPA's attention
involves the oLfering for sale of used foreign-built engines
(See Attachaent 2). These engines are often not covered by a
certified configuration for any vehicle sold in this country.
In such a case, there is no way to install such an engine
legally.
EPA has recently brought enforcement action against
certain parties who have violated the tampering prohibition
by performing illegal engine switches. Attachment 3 is a
copy of two newspaper articles concerning those enforcement
actions.
It should be noted that while EPA's policy allows that
engine switches are acceptable as long as the resulting vehicle
matches exactly to any certified configuration of the same or
newer model year as-rKe chassis, there are some substantial
practical limitations to performing such a replacement.
Vehicle chassis and engine designs of one vehicle manufacture~
are very distinct from those of another, such that it is
generally not possible to put an engine into a chassis of a
different manufacturer, and have it match up to a certified
configuration. Therefore, practical considerations will
generally limit legal engine switches to installation of
another engine which was certified to be us~d in that same
make and model (or a "twin" of that make and model, e.g.
Pontiac Grand A~ and Oldsmobile calais). In addition,
converting a vehicle into a different certified configuration is likely to be very difficult, and may also involve
prohibitive cost.
B. State Laws
Many states also have statutes or regulations prohibiting
tampering in general. Most of these laws specifically prohibit
tampering by individuals (unlike the Federal law). A few
specifically prohibit engine switching, using provisions ·
similar ~o those stated in EPA's Federal policy. To determine
the state law in any given state, the State's Attorney General's
office shoul4 be contacted.
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In addition, many states have state or local antita~pering
inspection programs which require a periodic inspection of
vehicles in that area, to ~eter~ine the integrity of emission
control systens. Many programs have established policies for
vehicles which have been engine switched. While EPA does not
require these progr~rns to fail ~ngine switched vehicles which
are not in compliarice with Federal policy, t~e Agency does
strongly recommend that these programs set their requirements
~o as to be consistent with the . Federal law.
~tate or local
9rograns w~ich pass illegally engine switched vehicl~s may
nisleac Federally resulated parties into believing that en~ine
s~itching is allowed by Federal law.
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